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Results of CFO Survey 2017 shed light on management
environment, awareness of business issues
“Thoroughly enforcing investment management that maximizes company value” tops list of
issues faced by CFOs for fifth year in a row
9 out of 10 CFOs see digitalization as an “opportunity” for their company
Deloitte Tohmatsu Group (headquartered in Minato-ku, Tokyo; CEO Yoichiro Ogawa) conducted the
CFO Survey 2017 to ask companies’ Chief Financial Officers about their awareness of business issues.
The survey targeted approximately 120 CFOs, largely from listed companies, who attended CFO VISION
2017, a conference held on August 30 by Deloitte Tohmatsu Group as part of the Group’s CFO Program*.
This time, CFOs from 111 companies answered the fifth edition of the survey, which has been conducted
yearly since 2013.
1. CFO’s awareness of business issues
A. Challenges of globalization
With regard to increasing globalization, the top two challenges identified by CFOs (who could choose
several answers to this question) have not changed since 2016: “Acquiring and nurturing talents who will
lead globalization” remains in first position (where it has been since the first edition of the survey), followed
by “Allocating management resources optimally and raising profitability.” On the other hand, “Developing
globally suitable products/services,” which had dropped in popularity last year, bounced back from 27.3%
to 40.5%. This could mean that Japanese businesses are once again confident to try their luck
internationally, thanks to stable economic conditions in Japan. (See graph 1-A.)
Graph 1-A: Challenges of globalization (Choose 3 answers)
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B. Main issues faced by CFOs
Graph 1-B: Main issues faced by CFOs (Choose 3 answers)

As for issues that CFOs have to tackle themselves, “Thoroughly enforcing investment management
that maximizes company value” (72.1%) remained the top answer for the fifth year in a row. The second
answer, “Making accounting and financial operations more efficient,” was chosen by 38.7% of
respondents, up from 29.3% last year and 20.7% two years ago, which reveals growing concern. (See
graph 1-B.)
2. CFOs’ thoughts on the future global position of Japanese businesses
When asked about the future global position of Japanese businesses, 54.1% of CFOs answered
“Global competition will intensify and Japanese businesses’ relative position will worsen.” This answer
received a slightly lower share of the vote than in 2016, when it scored 64.6%. At the same time, 36.0%
of respondents believe that “The status-quo will endure.” Not only is that an increase compared to 2016
(26.3%), but we can also deduce from the lack of popularity of other answers that the global
competitiveness of Japanese businesses is not yet on the path to recovery. (See graph 2.)
Graph 2: Future global position of Japanese businesses
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3. The role played by CFOs as business partners of CEOs and business divisions
87.4% of CFOs reported that they play the role of a business partner; of those, 16.2% say that they
“Perform the full range of duties expected of a business partner,” and 71.2% say that they “Perform duties
expected of a business partner to a certain extent.” While the proportion of respondents stating that they
“Do not perform most of the duties expected of a business partner” fell back after peaking at 20.2% last
year, which shows some improvement, we gather that many CFOs do not get to perform the duties they
hoped for, and find themselves “stuck” at a certain level of involvement. This trend similarly applies to
accounting and financial divisions as a whole: they “Perform duties expected of a business partner to a
certain extent” according to 71.2% of respondents, with only 9.9% reporting that they “Perform the full
range of duties expected of a business partner.” (See graph 3.)
Graph 3: The role played by CFOs and accounting/financial divisions as business partners of
CEOs and business divisions
CFOs as business partners

Accounting/financial divisions as business partners

4. CFOs’ thoughts on advancing digitalization
A. CFOs’ stance regarding advancing digitalization
In keeping with the theme of this year’s conference, “CFO Agenda in a Digital World,” we asked CFOs
about their thoughts regarding advancing digitalization. 89.2% of CFOs believe that the recent, dizzyingly
fast digital transformation of the management environment is an “opportunity” for their company, while 8.1%
see it as a “threat”—in other words, CFOs are largely positive and proactive when it comes to digitalization.
(See graph 4-A.)
Graph 4-A: How do CFOs perceive advancing digitalization?
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B. Progress of digitalization
Regarding the progress of digitalization in their company compared with the rest of their sector, “We have
made some progress, but we are a little behind other companies” (46.0%) came slightly ahead of “We are
at a similar level to other companies” (41.4%). Given that only 2.7% of CFOs reported being “ahead of other
companies,” it looks as though many companies choose to keep in pace with others rather than aggressively
implementing new technologies. (See graph 4-B.)
Graph 4-B: Progress of digitalization compared with other companies in the same sector

C. Areas affected by digitalization
Of all the ways in which digitalization affects their company’s management, 28.0% of CFOs thought that
the most impactful was “Changes to business administration processes, such as the creation of projections
using Big Data,” making it the most popular answer. “Changes to the way management reaches decisions,
for example by relying on AI-based analysis and decision tools” (23.4%) came second, showing that much
attention is placed on the ways people use technology to deeply rethink the way business is, and should
be, conducted. (See graph 4-C.)
Graph 4-C: Of all the ways in which digitalization affects your company’s management, which one
has the most impact?
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Breakdown of respondents’ companies
111 mostly-listed Japanese companies belonging to the target group
 Sales
Less than 100B yen
More than 100B and less than 500B yen
More than 500B yen and less than 1T yen
More than 1T and less than 5T yen
More than 5T yen



2.7%
28.8%
22.5%
37.9%
8.1%

Type of industry

Note: Because some companies did not answer all questions, the number of valid answers differs by question.

*The CFO Program
The CFO Program is a comprehensive initiative by Deloitte Tohmatsu Group that aims to provide support
to CFOs facing a variety of issues, and to contribute to improving the capabilities of businesses’ financial
structures. We offer CFOs access to the high-level expertise and network available to us as a global firm
of professionals.
CFO Program website: https://www.deloitte.com/jp/cfo
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